
Getting pictures to Web Size while keeping their Resolution 
 
Open Paint Shop Pro and open any picture and click Save As to open the Save As window.  
Click the Options button.  Set your % compression ratio Options to 1 during most of this entire 
process.  Only change this % compression window at the very last step. 
 
Never, ever save any picture with a compression of more than 30%. 
 
The first thing you need to do with ANY picture, is crop to what is important.  Most times, you 
can crop but then you look at it again & can always crop more.  Getting the picture down to a 
easily workable size is a good first start.  By cropping, I mean just that.  No resizing or 
compression!!!  Be sure what picture you have left is essential to the story.  Most of the time, 
you can crop to a face. 
 
After you have cropped a picture, then you look at its size … when it is not resized or 
compressed.  See how large it is.  I have a 4 mega pixel camera and pictures can be anywhere 
from 1,000 KB to 3,000 KB (3 MB) depending on how much detail is there.   
 
 
This is a good picture of Mom & Anita.  But, if you take the picture apart, and crop one of Mom 
and one of Anita it would be easier to get the file size down small than if you took this of them 
both. 
 
Here is a cropped picture of the one above.  (I have resized and compressed these to fit on the 
page easier.)  This picture shows a better composition if I wished to have a picture of both. 
Img_0576 redi re c30.jpg 
 
IF YOU CANNOT GET YOUR PICTURE TO THE TARGET AREA OF 100-145 KB, then 
resize by 95% over and over until you get there.  OK, you can use 90% if you don’t wish to go 
that slow.   
If the picture is still something like 250 KB, you will probably need to resize by 50% or 75%.  
After you do this often, you get a feel for how much % resize you will need to do.   
 
After you have cropped the pee out of a picture, and you have resized it down to the target area 
of 100-145 KB, you can then set your compression ratio to 30%.   NEVER more than 30%! 
 
The very last thing you do to a picture is compress.  
 
If when you perform all of these things and the picture is still not at the target area you wish it 
to be, then you start back with the resized, cropped picture that is NOT compressed.    
 
This is the file names of pictures I like to use.  It tells me exactly what has happened to every 
picture each step of the way. 
 
I use lt for lightened. dk for darken, col for color, etc. 
 
Actually, my progression of picture names gets longer and longer.  I might use most of these 
abbreviations with each pix, sometimes several times like: 
 Img_0587 ro cr cr re re75 redi lt col.jpg. 
 
You will have to go back to get uncompressed pictures many times to start over to resize a little 
more to be able to get the picture down to closer size to your “target area”.  You need to have a 
system to be able to choose which one has the best cropping and resizing to start the process 
again to get it down smaller.   
 



Remember:  to get a file down to web size, you do not compress more.  You crop more &  
resize your uncompressed picture more.  After you get the resized picture down to the target 
area of 100 – 145 KB, then you compress 30%. 
 
Rule # 1,284:  Never, ever click “Save” of a picture.  Always rename it something else to get in 
the habit of NOT over writing your originals.  This is the reason I name it cr, ro, re, etc. after I 
have done things to it. 


